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Privacy statement
Cor Voet B.V. handles personal data processed by it with the utmost care. Cor Voet B.V.
ensures that your personal data are at all times treated confidentially, safely and in
accordance with applicable (privacy) legislation.
The pages below explain how we have secured the correct processing of personal data
within our organisation.
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Why does Cor Voet B.V. process your personal data?
Cor Voet B.V. processes your personal data for the following purposes:
1. Executing the agreement(s) concluded with you;
2. Keeping records as well as other internal management activities;
3. Calculating, recording and collecting amounts due;
4. Informing you about new services and activities of Cor Voet B.V.;
5. Handling and responding to requests for information;
6. Carrying out (customer) satisfaction surveys and marketing activities;
7. Sending out digital newsletters;
8. Compliance with legal obligations such as the requirement to keep records and the obligation
to retain data;
9. The correct handling of any complaints.

On what grounds is Cor Voet B.V. authorised to process these
personal data?
Cor Voet B.V. is authorised to process your personal data because:





you have consented to do so;
this is necessary in order to execute the agreement concluded with you;
this is necessary in order to comply with any legal obligations and/or;
this is necessary to represent the legitimate interests of Cor Voet B.V. or those of a third party.

Legitimate interests of Cor Voet B.V. include:
 Security of the buildings and property of Cor Voet B.V.;
 Security and availability of the network infrastructure to third parties. For example, the
availability of guest WiFi;
 Fraud prevention. Management of logging processes by information systems. For example,
internet traffic;
 Quality and training purposes;
 Internal audits to improve the quality of service;
 Scientific (or historical) research.
Processing on the grounds of legitimate interest can be opposed to by means of the right of objection.
More information about the right of objection can be found further down in this Privacy Statement.
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Who receives your personal data?
Cor Voet B.V. has engaged a number of organisations that carry out work for Cor Voet B.V. For
example, Cor Voet B.V. uses an organisation that does the ICT (maintenance and management). All
these organisations are subject to the same requirements and basic principles as set out in this
Privacy Statement.

Is providing personal data to Cor Voet B.V. a requirement?
When we ask for personal data, Cor Voet B.V. applies the basic principle that no more personal data
are requested than is necessary for the purposes described above. The provision of personal data is a
necessary condition in order to enter into an agreement with Cor Voet B.V. If you do not wish to
provide personal data, you cannot use our services.

Does Cor Voet B.V. pass on data to other countries?
Your personal data can be processed within the countries of the European Economic Area (EEA).
Your personal data are not processed outside the EEA.

Does Cor Voet B.V. use automated decision-making processes
and profiling?
No, Does Cor Voet B.V. does not use automated decision-making processes and profiling.

How long are my personal data stored for?
Cor Voet B.V. does not store your personal data for longer than is necessary under the applicable
laws and regulations. Details of orders are stored for up to two years. Other personal data, including
financial data, are stored for a maximum of 7 years after the end of the agreement.

Why does Cor Voet B.V. secure your personal data?
Cor Voet B.V. has taken appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect your personal
data against loss or any form of unlawful processing. Various measures have been taken within that
framework, including the encryption of data, encrypted communication and handling data as
confidential information. The persons with access to your data on behalf of Cor Voet B.V. are bound
by a duty of confidentiality.
Cor Voet B.V. requires the same technical and organisational measures from the organisations that
process data on its instruction and has laid this down in processor ’s agreements.
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What are your rights with regard to the personal data processed
by Cor Voet B.V.?
You have various rights under the relevant laws. We will explain briefly explain these below.

Right of inspection
You have the right to inspect the personal data processed by Cor Voet B.V.

Right of correction and removal
You have the right to have your data changed or even deleted if the data is not (or no longer) correct,
or if the processing thereof is not (or no longer) justified.

Right of objection
The right of objection means that you, on account of your specific situation, can object to certain
processing operations of personal data.

Right of limitation
Under certain circumstances, you also have the right to limit the processing of your data. In brief, this
means that Cor Voet B.V. temporarily ‘freezes’ the processing of your data. You can invoke this right in
four situations:
 Pending the assessment of a correction request;
 If data should, in fact, be erased, but you do not wish the data to be removed;
 If Cor Voet B.V. no longer needs the data, whereas you do for the preparation of a lawsuit;
 Pending the assessment of a notice of objection;

Right of data portability
You have the right to receive (back) the information provided by you to Cor Voet B.V. in a common file
format. This right only applies to personal data that we process on the basis of your consent or an
agreement concluded with you. In addition, the right only applies to data that we already process in a
digital format (i.e. not to ‘paper’ processing operations). You are free to subsequently pass that
information on to another organisation.
If there is a link between our systems and those of the organisation which you want the data to be
transmitted to, we may be able to organise that transfer on your behalf directly. Ask about the
possibilities.

Revocation of consent
If we process your data on the basis of your consent, you at all times have the right to revoke any
consent given. This will prompt us to immediately cease processing.
The revocation of consent does not have retroactive effect; all processing operations completed in the
past, therefore, remain legitimate.
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Exercising your rights
In principle, exercising your rights is free of charge, except in the event of abuse. You can exercise
your rights by contacting us via the contact details at the bottom of this Privacy Statement.

Terms
We endeavour to answer your questions/requests within one month. Should the answer to your
question/request take longer, we will inform you of this within one month. It is possible that, due to the
complexity and/or the number of requests, the response period can take up to three months.

Identification
Cor Voet B.V. can ask for further proof of your identity in connection with any question/request. Cor
Voet B.V. does this to prevent personal data from being provided to the wrong party or to prevent
changes being made to the personal data unjustly.

Individual consideration with every request
We need to remind you that the rights described above are not absolute. There may be circumstances
that make it impossible for Cor Voet B.V. to comply with a request, for example, if your data have been
or are to be processed on the basis of a legal obligation.
Cor Voet B.V. always assesses every request on its own merits. Should Cor Voet B.V. not be able to
comply with a particular request, this will, of course, be communicated to you, supported with reasons.
Subsequently, you can apply to the courts, if you so wish.
The right of objection against the use of data for (direct) marketing purposes is absolute. Requests in
which you want to opt out from commercial communications are therefore honoured, in any event.

Does Cor Voet B.V. employ a Data Protection Officer?
Cor Voet B.V. has not appointed a Data Protection Officer. We have, however, appointed a Privacy
Officer, who acts as the contact person for matters relating to the processing of personal data.

Do you have a complaint about the processing of personal data
by Cor Voet B.V.?
If you have a complaint about the processing of personal data by Cor Voet B.V., we would appreciate
hearing from you as soon as possible. We will do our utmost to resolve this complaint. If you do not
agree with us, you can submit a complaint to the supervisory authority. The Dutch Data Protection
Authority supervises compliance with the privacy legislation. You can find the contact details of the
Dutch Data Protection Authority via de website www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl.
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Changes to the Privacy Statement
Cor Voet B.V. is entitled to make changes to this Privacy Statement. These changes will be
announced via the website of Cor Voet B.V. Cor Voet BV, therefore, advises you to regularly consult
this Privacy Statement in the event of any updates.

Questions?
You can of course always contact Cor Voet B.V. in the event of questions about the processing of your
personal data. The contact details are listed below.

How to contact Cor Voet B.V.?
In the event of questions about this Privacy Statement and/or the processing of your personal data by
Cor Voet B.V., please contact:
Cor Voet B.V.
Saskia Voet: saskia@corvoet.nl
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Additional statement in connection with the use of the website of
Cor Voet B.V.
Visitor data
Our website www.corvoet.nl does not collect any visitor data.

Cor Voet BV and other websites
The website of Cor Voet B.V. contains a number of (third-party) hyperlinks to other websites. Cor Voet
B.V. does not accept any responsibility with regard to the handling of your data by these parties. For
this, please consult the Privacy Statement of the organisation you are visiting, if available.

